
Effective January 2019

GENUINE ACCESSORIES

SUPERB



Reimagined and reenergised, the Superb remains our 
most spacious, prestigious and technically advanced 
car. Now it’s time to leave your own distinctive mark 
on this award-winning model, with the addition of 
Genuine Accessories.

Each feature in the range enables you to personalise 
your car in a way that both reflects your style 
and makes your life easier. How? By using the 
finest materials and latest technology to enhance 
functionality at every turn. Of course, you’ll also  
find a host of stylish extras simply designed to  
put a smile on your face.

It also goes without saying that whether opting  
for added safety or connectivity, greater luggage 
space or a little more luxury, every accessory has 
been rigorously tested and is fully compatible  
with the Superb.

MAKE IT  
YOUR OWN
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Make your drive more enjoyable for rear passengers by equipping your car with the multimedia  
holder, which enables you to securely fit a device to the rear armrest or the front seat backrest.

Is cycling your first love? Is ŠKODA your favourite four-wheel brand?  
Then this ŠKODA bicycle is made for you.

If you like mixing elegance with sportiness, you’ll love 
the 19" Supernova brushed light-alloy wheels.

Pack all the skis and snowboards for your  
family vacation inside the spacious roof box.

Protect the door sills from damage by opting for the decorative yet 
practical door sill strips with backlight and Superb inscription.

THE SMART WAY  
TO PERSONALISE  
While every Genuine Accessory in our range is different, all share the same three characteristics  

– smart compatibility, smart reliability and smart safety. With that in mind, here are just a few of  

our favourite accessories that reflect our genuine commitment to quality.
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Precision, dynamism, elegance. The Superb’s crystalline 
design conveys each of these in style. With the addition 
of alloy wheels and decorative trimmings, you’ll soon be 
able to add sportiness to the list. 

SPORT  
& DESIGN
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Stainless-steel decorative door sill covers
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

(3V0 071 303)

5th door spoiler
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V5 071 646)
Price excludes painting.

Side door sill cover with backlight 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

(3V0 071 300)

No photo: Decorative door sill covers with stainless steel insert
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

(3V0 071 303A)

Stainless-steel foot pedal covers
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
For cars with automatic transmission (5E1 064 205)
For cars with manual transmission (5E1 064 200)
Not available yet.

SPORT  
& DESIGN
While increasing the sports credentials of your Superb may 

begin with the alloys, the following Genuine Accessories  

enable you to further enhance the dynamic styling across 

the entire car. Whether adding chrome embellishments to 

the rear, or honing the foot pedals and door sills inside,  

it’s time to turn your car into an athlete.

Decorative valve caps 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

(000 071 215C)

Bolt covers
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Matt grey (1Z0 071 215 Z37) 
For wheels with safety bolts (1Z0 071 215A Z37)
Gloss grey (1Z0 071 215 U27)
Metallic silver (1Z0 071 215 7ZS)
Gloss black (1Z0 071 215 9B9)
Matt black (1Z0 071 215 01C)
For wheels with safety bolts (1Z0 071 215A) 01C)



WHEELS
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Sirius 3V0 071 499D 8Z8
brushed light-alloy wheel 8,0J x 19" for  
235/40 R19 tyres in silver design

Sirius 3V0 071 499B HA7
brushed light-alloy wheel 8.0J x 19" for  
235/40 R19 tyres

Vega 3V0 071 499G HA7
brushed light-alloy wheel 8.0J x 19" for  
235/40 R19 tyres in anthracite design

Phoenix 3V0 071 499E 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 8,0J x 19" for  
235/40 R19 tyres in silver design

Supernova 3V0 071 499 JX2 
brushed light-alloy wheel 8.0J x 19" for  
235/40 R19 tyres in black glossy design

Supernova 3V0 071 499A HA7 
brushed light-alloy wheel 8.0J x 19" for  
235/40 R19 tyres in anthracite design

Phoenix 3V0 071 499H 3AJ
light-alloy wheel 8,0J x 19" for  
235/40 R19 tyres in high gloss design

Phoenix 3V0 071 499F HA7
brushed light-alloy wheel 8,0J x 19" for  
235/40 R19 tyres in anthracite design

WHEELS
TRAVEL BUSINESS CLASS
Elegant or sporty? Platinum or silver? Five or fifteen-spoke? 

Our choice of Genuine Wheels gives you the perfect 

opportunity to stand out on your own terms.
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Cassiopeia 3V0 071 498B 8Z8
brushed light-alloy wheel 8.0J x 18" for 
235/45 R18 tyres in silver design

Cassiopeia 3V0 071 498A HZ9
brushed light-alloy wheel 8.0J x 18" for  
235/45 R18 tyres in matt platinum design

Cassiopeia 3V0 071 498 JX2
brushed light-alloy wheel 8.0J x 18" for 
235/45 R18 tyres in black glossy design

Pegasus 3V0 071 498H HA7 
light-alloy wheel 8,0J x 18" for 235/45 R18 
tyres in anthracite design, brushed

Pegasus 3V0 071 498G 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 8,0J x 18" for  
235/45 R18 tyres in silver design, brushed

Modus 3V0 071 498F 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 8,0J x 18" for  
235/45 R18 tyres in silver design

Zenith 3V0 071 498E 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 8,0J x 18" for  
235/45 R18 tyres in silver design

Zenith 3V0 071 498D HZ9
light-alloy wheel 8.0J x 18" for  
235/45 R18 tyres in matt platinum design

Zeus 3V0 071 497C 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7,0J x 17" for  
215/55 R17 tyres in silver design

Stratos 3V0 071 497D 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7,0J x 17" for  
215/55 R17 tyres in silver design

Orion 3V0 071 496 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6,5J x 16" for  
215/60 R16 tyres in silver design

Zeus 3V0 071 497A HA7
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" for  
215/55 R17 tyres in anthracite design

Triton 3V0 071 497B FL8
light-alloy wheel 6.5J x 17" for  
215/55 R17 tyres in black metallic design

Triton 3V0 071 497 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6.5J x 17" for  
215/55 R17 tyres in silver design

Zenith 3V0 071 498C HA7
light-alloy wheel 8,0J x 18" for  
235/45 R18 tyres in anthracite design

PUT TO THE TEST
When it comes to checking the quality of our alloy wheels, we’re unapologetically testing. First they have to prove their resistance to  

corrosion, climatic influences and driving strain. Then the layer of heat-resistant paint is tested over and over for strength and durability. 



These Genuine Accessories have been designed to keep 
you fully online on the go, while opening up a whole new 
world of entertainment, information and communication 
via your personal devices.

INFOTAINMENT
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MAP AND SOFTWARE UPDATES
It’s important to know the latest shortcuts to take, places to park and 
routes to avoid. That’s why we’ve created our Infotainment Portal,  
which enables you to quickly update and maintain your onboard  
systems helping you to save both time and money.

Simply head to infotainment.skoda-auto.com, enter your VIN code  
and the state-of-the-art system will identify any updates you need and 
give you the option to download them from the comfort of your home.  
What’s more, if you buy a new ŠKODA vehicle or navigation system,  
you’ll get free map updates of Europe for the first three years.

Drive Activity Assistant
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
This intelligent safety feature evaluates data from the power steering 
sensors to detect driver fatigue. The moment any tiredness is detected  
it sends an audible and visual signal, recommending you take a break.

SMARTGATE
SmartGate allows you to record and analyse your drive to help you cut fuel 
costs and extend the life of your Superb. It works by sending real-time data 
on every aspect of your drive to your smartphone or tablet, allowing you to 
analyse it and even share it with friends and family. It also includes the MFA 
Pro system, which records your acceleration, rpm, light settings and more. 
Think of it as a ‘black box’ for your Superb. (5EO 063 218)

SMARTLINK+
From taking emergency calls to switching between songs, SmartLink+ 
enables you to safely use your smartphone through the infotainment 
system. The SmartLink+ activation key incorporates three interfaces: 
MirrorLink, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. (000 054 830A)

ŠKODA DRIVE APP
This handy app provides crucial information regarding the efficiency of 
your drive. The ŠKODA Drive Portal widens the possibilities further by 
letting you manage information and monitor driving effectiveness and 
costs of multiple cars equipped with the SmartGate system.

INFOTAINMENT

Connecting cable USB
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Micro (5JA 051 446J)  
Mini (5JA 051 446H) 
Apple (5E0 051 510E) 



Whether heading out on a business trip, family escape or a 
road trip with your four-legged best friend, these accessories 
will increase the comfort of everyone onboard. Furthermore, 
they’ll ensure you make the most of every inch, whether 
that’s packing it with golf clubs, loading up with camping 
gear or filling it with chew toys.

COMFORT 
& UTILITY
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Rubber floor mats with raised trim 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 

Two-part front set (3V2 061 551)  
Two-part rear set (3V0 061 551)

Front/rear mud flaps 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Front (3V0 075 111)  
Rear (3V0 075 101)

Rubber mat over the tunnel 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 

(3V0 061 580)

Textile foot mats – Prestige  
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 

Four-part set (3V2 061 404)

No photo: 
Textile foot mats - Prestige - Colour Concept

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Four-part set (3V2 061 404A)

Textile foot mats – Standard  
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Four-part set (3V2 061 404B)

Ski sack
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Capacity up to 4 pairs of skis 
(DMA 600 004A)

Portable coffee maker 
(000 069 641C)

From splatter-saving mud flaps to stain-saving floor mats, 

keep your Superb looking its best, both inside and out,  

with this selection of practical accessories. 

BEST FOOT FORWARD

When it comes to testing, you’ll never find us putting our feet 

up. You will however find us putting them down, as we carry out 

a heel test on every one of our textile mats. This test replicates 

the action of the driver’s foot on the accelerator, sinking the heel 

5mm into the floor mat in both dry and wet conditions at an angle 

of 45°. An additional long driving test is also carried out, this time  

placing the focus on the brackets fixing the front floor mats to the 

car upholstery. It’s only as a result of both tests that the perfect 

balance between driver comfort and safety is achieved.
Heel test device Testing of fixing element strength



Plastic boot dish 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(3V5 061 162)  
For Superb Estate (3V9 061 162) 
Can be additionally equipped with  
ALU partition (3T0 017 254)

Luggage compartment liner 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(3V5 061 170) 
For Superb Estate (3V9 061 170)

Trunk grille of the luggage compartment for Superb Estate 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Longitudinal (3V9 017 222)  
Transverse (3V9 017 221)
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Netting system 
Set of three nets, double vertical nets. 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
In silver (3V5 065 110A) 
For Superb Estate (3V9 065 110A)

BOOT SYSTEMS
Wet paws. Muddy shoes. Dusty treads. With our range of boot accessories your 

Superb can handle all the adventure and mess you throw at it. While the clever 

netting system increases the flexibility of the luggage space and prevents your 

items going on any unplanned trips.



Universal fixing element 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V0 061 104)

Boot bag 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(000 061 108)

Protective foil for loading edge
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V5 061 197)
For Superb Estate (3V9 061 197)

Protective-decorative strip of the 
loading edge – stainless steel

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V9 061 195)

Double-sided boot mat 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(3V5 061 163) 
For Superb Estate (3V9 061 163)

Double-sided boot mat – folding  
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(3V5 061 210) 
For Superb Estate without false-floor (3V9 061 210) 
With false-floor (3V9 061 210A)
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THOUGHTFUL 
EXTRAS

While we love big ideas at ŠKODA, it’s often the smaller 

ones that excite us the most. Those little sparks of 

inspiration that make your life easier, and journeys  

more enjoyable. That’s the thinking behind this  

collection of accessories. Some increase practicality, 

others comfort, but in all cases you’ll wonder how  

you ever coped without them.



Smart Holder – hook
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

(3V0 061 126)

Smart Holder – hanger
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V0 061 127)

Smart Holder – multimedia holder
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Mountable to the headrest or armrest (3V0 061 129)

For mounting to the headrest, it is necessary to combine with 
Smart Holder – adapter (3V0 061 128)
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
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Thermo-electric cooling box (20 L) with car battery voltage guard  
(000 065 400G)
Thermo-electric cooling box (15 L)  
(5L0 065 400)

Ice scraper
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(5JA 096 010)

Umbrella
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Black (000 087 600G 9B9)

Bin for door panel
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Black (5JA 061 107 9B9) 
Beige (5JA 061 104 WC4)

Ashtray to the cup holder
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

(000 061 142A)
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With one of the best luggage capacities in its class, you’ll never have 
to compromise on what you pack into your Superb. However, larger 
items that won’t easily fit in the boot can be effortlessly fixed to the 
roof with the addition of a roof rack. Still got more to carry?  
Then perhaps a tow bar is in order, after all, the car’s powerful  
engine is more than up to the challenge of pulling a trailer.

TRANSPORT
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Basic roof rack for Superb Hatch
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V5 071 126)

No photo: Transverse roof rack bag  
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(000 071 156)

Lockable ski and snowboard box
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Available in three colours (see next pages)

Lockable ski or snowboard rack with aluminium profile
Capacity of up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards
(000 071 129H)

Lockable bicycle rack with aluminium profile
(000 071 128E)

No photo:
Lockable bicycle rack with steel profile
(000 071 128D)

Transverse roof rack for Superb Estate
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V9 071 151)

ROOF RACKS, 
HOLDERS  
AND BOXES
With the simple addition of the basic roof rack, your Superb 

suddenly transforms from a family car into an adventure wagon. 

Bikes, skis and luggage can all be easily mounted to the roof rack, 

which is 100% compatible with the Superb. You’ll also avoid the 

potential safety hazards that can occur by fitting non-genuine 

ŠKODA accessories.

HANDLE WITH CARE

Our racks undergo a number of demanding tests, from 

corrosion resistance and loading capacity to durability 

and water tightness. They’re also subjected to simulated 

crash conditions, where a rack loaded with 90kg must 

remain on the car body under a force of approximately 

12G. After all, the last thing we’d ever want is your 

luggage or bikes to go on a trip without you.
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Black
(5L6 071 175A)

White
(5L6 071 175B)

Silver
(5L6 071 175)

Lockable ski and snowboard box
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Capacity of up to 5 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards,
volume of 380 litres, available in three colours
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Foldable tow bar 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Electrics for cars without serial preparation (3V0 092 160A + 3V0 055 204)

Foldable tow bar for Superb Estate
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Electrics for cars without serial preparation (3V9 092 160A + 3V0 055 204)

Detachable tow bar 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Electrics for cars without serial preparation (3V0 092 155 + 3V0 055 204A + 3V0 055 204)

Bicycle holder for tow bar
For 2 bicycles 
(000 071 105C)



SAFETY

Personalising your Superb isn’t simply about making colour 

choices and wheel selections. It’s about deciding what safety 

equipment you need to suit your personal circumstances.  

That’s why we’ve created this range of 100% compatible  

Genuine Accessories, which includes everything you need  

to keep your loved ones, little ones and even furry ones safe  

and sound. Finally, to help you protect the beauty of your  

car we’ve also designed a range of car care products.
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To ensure the maximum safety of your smallest passengers, our child seats  

feature variable mounting options that allow you to transport your child both  

with and against the direction of travel, depending on their position in the car.

PRACTICAL AND VARIABLE 

The intelligent design of these child seats allows your child to be seated both in the back of the car, but also 
on the front passenger’s seat where you can keep a closer eye on them. The seats also cleverly adapt to the 
ever-changing size of your children, making them a great long-term investment.

PERFECTLY VERIFIED 

All our child seats comply with European safety regulations (EHK 44.04) and have been rigorously tested. 
Their high quality and safety is further highlighted by their excellent results in the Euro NCAP impact test, 
together with successful non-combustibility testing, harmful substance ratings and cover quality.

BABY-SAFE Plus child seat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(1ST 019 907)

0–13 kg

ISOFIX Duo Plus child seat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(DDA 000 006)

9–18 kg

ISOFIX GO/1 child seat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(000 019 909D)

0-18 kg

Wavo 1-2-3 child seat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(000 019 903D)

15–36 kg

SAFETY

Child seat mat
(000 017 819A)

Parking camera
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Camera with front wiring pack  

(3V0 054 634A) 
Rear wiring pack 
(3V0 054 634B)

Rear wiring pack for Superb Estate  
(3V0 054 634C) Watch the child seat testing video.



Cover for the complete  
set of wheels
(000 073 900B)
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Snocks*
ŠKODA Genuine 
 Accessories
 ZGB00007136S
 ZGB00007138M
 ZGB00007138S

* Please check tyre size compatibility.

Dog safety belt 
Size S (000 019 409A)
Size M (000 019 409B)
Size L (000 019 409C)
Size XL (000 019 409D)

Safety bolt set
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
The bolts require a special adaptor to be 
unscrewed to avoid unauthorised wheel removal
(000 071 597C)

Spare bulb set
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

For cars without fog lamps (3V0 052 000)
With fog lamps (3V0 052 000A)

With Xenon headlamps (3V0 052 000B)

First aid box
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories  

Content complies with amended  
Directive No. 216/2010

(3T0 093 108)

Tow rope
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 

Certified, enables towing of a car 
weighing maximum of 2,500 kg

(GAA 500 001)

Snow chains
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

For 6,5 x 16" wheels (000 091 387AP) 
For 6,5J x 17" wheels (000 091 387AP)

Car care products
Information about the complete offer  
from your authorised ŠKODA partner.

Warning triangle
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Space-saving, but still stable  
and well visible, with folding  
metal feet for emergency 
roadside standing 
(GGA 700 001A)

Foldable snow shovel 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Made of aluminium alloy, weight 750g, 
three-part, including a practical textile bag
(5L0 099 320)

Reflective safety vest
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Made of 100% polyester, 
supplied in a textile case
Yellow (000 093  056F)

) Orange (XXA 009 001)



DRIVEN BY SOMETHING DIFFERENT

To bui ld your own ŠKODA vis i t  skoda.co.uk
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Your ŠKODA Retailer:

Speak to your local ŠKODA Retailer or visit skoda.co.uk for all pricing and fitting information.

The information in this brochure referring to specification, design, equipment, material and external appearance relates to the 
time at which this brochure was printed. Whilst every effort is made to ensure its accuracy, the information in this brochure is 
not binding and is subject to alteration. Some images within this brochure depict left hand drive models, with both standard 
and optional equipment shown. Please confirm exact specifications, prices and colour availability with your ŠKODA Retailer 
who will be notified of any changes as they occur.

UK 01/19
03330 037 504
skoda.co.uk
customerservices@skoda.co.uk



SUPERB accessory pricing

Subject to changes and errors. Please contact your ŠKODA Retailer for further information on painting and fitting. Effective from January 2019.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Category

Part  
number

RRP  
incl. 
VAT £

Fitted 
Price  
incl. 
VAT £

Side door sill cover with backlight Design 3V0071300 £230.00 £326.00

Decorative door sill covers with stainless steel insert Design 3V0071303A £68.00 £96.00

5th door spoiler Design 3V5071646 £123.00 £192.00

Stainless-steel decorative door sill covers Design 3V0071303 £63.00 £93.00

Decorative valve caps Design 000071215C £19.00 £19.00

Bolt covers - black matt Design 1Z007121501C £13.00 £13.00

Bolt covers - silver metallic Design 1Z00712157ZS £13.00 £13.00

Bolt covers - black gloss Design 1Z00712159B9 £13.00 £13.00

Bolt covers - grey gloss Design 1Z0071215UZ7 £13.00 £13.00

Bolt covers - grey matt Design 1Z0071215Z37 £13.00 £13.00

Bolt covers - black matt - for wheels with safety bolts Design 1Z0071215A01C £13.00 £13.00

Bolt covers - grey matt - for wheels with safety bolts Design 1Z0071215AZ37 £13.00 £13.00

Supernova - brushed light alloy wheel 8.0J x 19" for 235/40R19 tyres in black gloss design Wheels 3V0071499JX2 £256.00 £280.00

Supernova - brushed light alloy wheel 8.0J x 19" for 235/40R19 tyres in anthracite design Wheels 3V0071499AHA7 £256.00 £280.00

Phoenix - brushed light alloy wheel 8.0J x 19" for 235/40R19 tyres in high gloss design Wheels 3V0071499H3AJ £447.00 £471.00

Phoenix - brushed light alloy wheel 8.0J x 19" for 235/40R19 tyres in anthracite design Wheels 3V0071499FHA7 £253.00 £277.00

Phoenix - brushed light alloy wheel 8.0J x 19" for 235/40R19 tyres in silver design Wheels 3V0071499E8Z8 £253.00 £277.00

Sirus - brushed light alloy wheel 8.0J x 19" for 235/40R19 tyres in silver design Wheels 3V0071499D8Z8 £253.00 £277.00

Sirus - brushed light alloy wheel 8.0J x 19" for 235/40R19 tyres Wheels 3V0071499BHA7 £256.00 £280.00

Vega - brushed light alloy wheel 8.0J x 19" for 235/40R19 tyres in anthracite design Wheels 3V0071499GHA7 £253.00 £277.00

Cassiopeia - brushed light-alloy wheel 8.0J x 18" for 235/45 R18 tyres in black glossy design Wheels 3V0071498JX2 £191.00 £215.00

Cassiopeia - brushed light-alloy wheel 8.0J x 18" for 235/45 R18 tyres in silver design Wheels 3V0071498B8Z8 £191.00 £215.00

Zenith - light-alloy wheel 8,0J x 18" for 235/45 R18 tyres in anthracite design Wheels 3V0071498CHA7 £191.00 £215.00

Zenith - light-alloy wheel 8.0J x 18" for 235/45 R18 tyres in matt platinum design Wheels 3V0071498DHZ9 £191.00 £215.00

Zenith - light-alloy wheel 8,0J x 18" for 235/45 R18 tyres in silver design Wheels 3V0071498E8Z8 £192.00 £216.00

Pegasus - light-alloy wheel 8,0J x 18" for 235/45 R18 tyres in anthracite design, brushed Wheels 3V0071498HHA7 £192.00 £216.00

Pegasus - light-alloy wheel 8,0J x 18" for 235/45 R18 tyres in silver design, brushed Wheels 3V0071498G8Z8 £192.00 £216.00

Modus - light-alloy wheel 8,0J x 18" for 235/45 R18 tyres in silver design Wheels 3V0071498F8Z8 £192.00 £216.00

Triton - light-alloy wheel 6.5J x 17" for 215/55 R17 tyres in black metallic design Wheels 3V0071497BFL8 £181.00 £205.00

Triton - light-alloy wheel 6.5J x 17" for 215/55 R17 tyres in silver design Wheels 3V00714978Z8 £181.00 £205.00

Zeus - light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" for 215/55 R17 tyres in anthracite design Wheels 3V0071497AHA7 £181.00 £205.00

Zeus - light-alloy wheel 7,0J x 17" for 215/55 R17 tyres in silver design Wheels 3V0071497C8Z8 £182.00 £206.00

Stratos - light-alloy wheel 7,0J x 17" for 215/55 R17 tyres in silver design Wheels 3V0071497D8Z8 £182.00 £206.00

Orion - light-alloy wheel 6,5J x 16" for 215/60 R16 tyres in silver design Wheels 3V00714968Z8 £166.00 £190.00

Connecting cable USB - Micro Infotainment 5JA051446J £26.00 £26.00

Connecting cable USB - Mini Infotainment 5JA051446H £26.00 £26.00

Connecting cable USB - Apple Infotainment 5E0051510E £33.00 £33.00

Netting system - in silver colour Comfort & Utility 3V5065110A £52.00 £52.00

Netting system - for SUPERB Estate Comfort & Utility 3V9065110A £52.00 £52.00

Luggage compartment liner Comfort & Utility 3V5061170 £69.00 £69.00

Luggage compartment liner - for SUPERB Estate Comfort & Utility 3V9061170 £69.00 £69.00

Plastic boot dish Comfort & Utility 3V5061162 £165.00 £165.00

Plastic boot dish - for SUPERB Estate Comfort & Utility 3V9061162 £165.00 £165.00

Plastic boot dish - can be additionally equipped with ALU partition Comfort & Utility 3T0017254 £38.00 £38.00

Trunk grille of the luggage compartment for SUPERB Estate - longitudinal Comfort & Utility 3V9017222 £153.00 £225.00

Trunk grille of the luggage compartment for SUPERB Estate - transverse Comfort & Utility 3V9017221 £153.00 £225.00

Universal fixing element Comfort & Utility 6V0061104 £11.00 £11.00

Protective-decorative strip of the loading edge - stainless steel Comfort & Utility 3V9061195 £67.00 £101.00

Protective foil for loading edge Comfort & Utility 3V5061197 £38.00 £62.00

Protective foil for loading edge - for SUPERB Estate Comfort & Utility 3V9061197 £38.00 £62.00

Boot bag Comfort & Utility 000061108 £45.00 £45.00

Double-sided boot mat Comfort & Utility 3V5061163 £67.00 £67.00

Double-sided boot mat - for SUPERB Estate Comfort & Utility 3V9061163 £67.00 £67.00

Double-sided boot mat - folding Comfort & Utility 3V5061210 £79.00 £79.00

Double-sided boot mat - folding - for SUPERB Estate without false-floor Comfort & Utility 3V9061210 £79.00 £79.00

Double-sided boot mat - folding - for SUPERB Estate with false-floor Comfort & Utility 3V9061210A £79.00 £79.00

Ski sack Comfort & Utility DMA600004A £99.00 £99.00

Portable coffee maker Comfort & Utility 000069641C £168.00 £168.00

Front mud flaps Comfort & Utility 3V0075111 £46.00 £70.00

Rear mud flaps Comfort & Utility 3V0075101 £46.00 £70.00

Rubber mat over the tunnel Comfort & Utility 3V0061580 £13.00 £13.00

Rubber floor mats with raised trim - Two-part front set Comfort & Utility 3V2061551 £32.00 £32.00



SUPERB accessory pricing

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Category

Part  
number

RRP  
incl. 
VAT £

Fitted 
Price  
incl. 
VAT £

Rubber floor mats with raised trim - Two-part rear set Comfort & Utility 3V0061551 £26.00 £26.00

Textile floor mats - Prestige Comfort & Utility 3V2061404 £59.00 £59.00

Textile floor mats - Prestige - Colour concept Comfort & Utility 3V2061404A £74.00 £74.00

Textile floor mats - Standard Comfort & Utility 3V2061404B £50.00 £50.00

Smart holder - Multimedia holder Simply Clever 3V0061129 £22.00 £22.00

Smart holder - Adaptor Simply Clever 3V0061128 £12.00 £12.00

Smart holder - Hook Simply Clever 3V0061126 £10.00 £10.00

Smart holder - Hanger Simply Clever 3V0061127 £22.00 £22.00

Thermo-electric cool box (20l) - with car battery voltage guard Simply Clever 000065400G £148.00 £148.00

Thermo-electric cool box (15l) Simply Clever 5L0065400 £136.00 £136.00

Umbrella Simply Clever 000087600L £20.00 £20.00

Bin for door panel - Beige Simply Clever 5JA061107WC4 £13.00 £13.00

Bin for door panel - Black Simply Clever 5JA0611079B9 £13.00 £13.00

Ashtray to the cup holder Simply Clever 000061142A £13.00 £13.00

Ice scraper Simply Clever 5JA096010 £5.00 £5.00

Baisc roof rack - for SUPERB Transport 3V5071126 £235.00 £235.00

Roof rack sack Transport 000071156 £33.00 £33.00

Transverse roof rack - for SUPERB Estate Transport 3V9071151 £235.00 £235.00

Lockable roof box (Black metallic colour) Transport 5L6071175A £369.00 £369.00

Lockable roof box (Silver) Transport 5L6071175 £369.00 £369.00

Lockable roof box (White) Transport 5L6071175B £369.00 £369.00

Lockable ski or snowboard rack (with aluminium profile) Transport 000071129H £90.00 £90.00

Lockable bicycle rack - with aluminum profile Transport 000071128E £110.00 £110.00

Lockable bicycle rack - with steel profile Transport 000071128D £105.00 £105.00

Bicycle carrier for a tow bar Transport 000071105C £443.00 £443.00

Foldable tow bar - Electrics for cars without serial preperation Transport
3V0092160A 
3V0055204

Contact your 
local retailer

Contact your 
local retailer

Foldable tow bar for SUPERB Estate - Electrics for cars without serial preperation Transport
3V9092160A 
3V0055204

Contact your 
local retailer

Contact your 
local retailer

Detachable tow bar - Electrics for cars without serial preparation Transport
3V0092155 

3V0055204A 
3V0055204

Contact your 
local retailer

Contact your 
local retailer

BABY-SAFE Plus child seat Safety 1ST019907 £342.00 £342.00

ISOFIX Duo Plus child seat Safety DDA000006 £393.00 £39300

ISOFIX GO/1 child seat Safety 000019909D £25300 £253.00

Protective pad under the child seat Safety 000019819A £17.00 £17.00

Wavo 1-2-3 child seat Safety 000019903D No longer 
available

No longer 
available

RECARO Zero1 i-Size - Performance Black Safety (UK Products) ZGB0000918 16 £399.00 £399.00

RECARO Privia Evo - Carbon Black, age 0-18 months (0-13 kg) Safety (UK Products) ZGB0000918 XX £135.00 £135.00

RECARO Young Sport Hero -  various colours, age 9 months - 4.5 years (9-36 kg) Safety (UK Products) ZGB0000918 XX £179.99 £179.99

RECARO Monza Nova IS -  various colours, age 9 months - 4.5 years (9-36 kg) Safety (UK Products) ZGB0000918 XX £215.00 £215.00

RECARO Moza Nova 2 Seatfix - age 3-12 years (15-36 kg) Safety (UK Products) ZGB0000918 XX £165.00 £165.00

Parking camera - front wiring pack Safety

3V0054634A  
To be used with either 

3V0054634B / 
3V0054634C

£250.00 £430.00

Parking camera - rear wiring pack Safety 3V0054634B £23.00 £23.00

Parking camera - rear wiring pack for SUPERB estate Safety 3V0054634C £23.00 £23.00

Safety bolt set Safety 000071597C £40.00 £52.00

Cover for complete set of wheels Safety 000073900B £23.00 £23.00

Dog safety belt - Size S Safety 000019409A £54.00 £54.00

Dog safety belt - Size M Safety 000019409B £69.00 £69.00

Dog safety belt - Size L Safety 000019409C £79.00 £79.00

Dog safety belt - Size XL Safety 000019409D £90.00 £90.00

Fisrt aid box Safety GFA410010GB £21.00 £21.00

Reflective safety vest - Yellow Safety 000093056F £6.00 £6.00

Reflective safety vest - Orange Safety XXA009001 £6.00 £6.00

Warning triangle Safety GGA700001A £20.00 £20.00

Snow chains - for 15" wheels Safety 000091387AQ £73.00 £73.00

Snow chains - for 16" and 17" wheels Safety 000091387AJ £69.00 £69.00

Tow rope Safety GAA500001 £15.00 £15.00

Foldable snow shovel Safety 5L0099320 £41.00 £41.00

Subject to changes and errors. Please contact your ŠKODA Retailer for further information on painting and fitting. Effective from January 2019.
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